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One Sentence Summary: Comprehensive heritability analysis of brain phenotypes demonstrates a clear role for common genetic variation across neurological and psychiatric disorders, with substantial overlap within the latter.

Abstract: Disorders of the brain exhibit considerable epidemiological comorbidity and frequently share symptoms, provoking debate about the extent of their etiologic overlap. Here we apply linkage disequilibrium score regression (LDSC) to quantify the extent of shared genetic contributions across 23 brain disorders (n=842,820), 11 quantitative and four dichotomous traits of interest (n=722,125) based on genome-wide association meta-analyses. Psychiatric disorders show substantial sharing of common variant risk, while many neurological disorders appear more distinct from one another, suggesting substantive differences in the specificity of the genetic etiology of these disorders. Further, we observe little evidence of widespread sharing of the common genetic risk between neurological and psychiatric disorders studied. In addition, we identify significant sharing of genetic influences between the certain quantitative measures and brain disorders, including major depressive disorder and neuroticism personality score. These results highlight the importance of common genetic variation as a source of risk for brain disorders and the potential of using heritability methods to obtain a more comprehensive view of the genetic architecture of brain phenotypes.

Main Text:

The classification of brain disorders has evolved over the past century, reflecting the medical and scientific communities’ best assessments of the presumed root causes of clinical phenomena such as behavioral change, loss of motor function, spontaneous movements or alterations of consciousness. A division between neurology and psychiatry developed as advances in histopathology and neuroimaging informed the biological understanding of the disorders, with the more directly observable phenomena (such as the presence of emboli, protein tangles, or unusual electrical activity patterns) generally defining the neurological disorders(1). A reassessment of long-held categorical distinctions between brain disorders may be helpful in informing the next steps in our search for the biological pathways that underlie their pathophysiology(2, 3).

Epidemiological and twin studies have explored these phenotypic overlaps generally (4-6), and substantial epidemiological comorbidity has been reported for many pairs of disorders, including bipolar disorder-migraine(7), stroke-major depressive disorder(8), epilepsy-autism spectrum disorders (ASD) and epilepsy-attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)(9). Furthermore, genetic studies in neurological and psychiatric conditions have shown that mutations in the same ion channel genes confer pleiotropic risk for multiple distinct brain phenotypes. Examples include de novo coding mutations in SCN2A for epilepsy and ASD (10),
coding variants in CACNA1A for migraine, epilepsy and episodic ataxia(11, 12) and recurrent microdeletions for autism, epilepsy and schizophrenia(13). Recently, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have convincingly demonstrated that individual common risk variants show overlap across traditional diagnostic boundaries (e.g. migraine-stroke(14) and schizophrenia-bipolar disorder(15)). Recent work in psychiatric genetics has also demonstrated strong genetic correlations across schizophrenia, major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder(16).

In general, brain disorders (excepting those caused by trauma, infection or cancer) show substantial heritability from twin and family studies (17). Subsequent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have demonstrated that common genetic variation contributes to this heritability, in most cases implicating a large number of common variants with small risk effects. Notable recent successes have identified risk loci for schizophrenia(18), Alzheimer’s disease(19), Parkinson’s disease(20) and migraine(21). In addition to locus discovery, these larger sample sizes enable informative analyses of shared genetic influences, in order to improve our understanding of the degree of distinctiveness of brain disorders(22). Using recently developed heritability-based methods(23) we can now extend our evaluation of the nature of these diagnostic boundaries and explore the extent of shared common variant genetic influences across a wide set of neurological and psychiatric phenotypes.

Study design

The goal of this study was to systematically evaluate the evidence for sharing of risk alleles across a wide spectrum of brain disorders. We formed the Brainstorm consortium, a collaboration among GWAS meta-analysis consortia from 23 disorders (see Data sources), to analyze the most recent available summary statistics. In total, the study sample consists of 206,606 cases and 636,214 controls (Table 1; for sample overlap, see Fig. S1), as well as 722,125 additional samples for traits of interest (578,829 samples with quantitative phenotypes and 302,830 with dichotomous traits, with some overlap; Table 2). Data were centralized and underwent uniform quality control and processing. In order to avoid bias from population differences, we generated European-ancestry versions of those studies with a major proportion of non-European ancestry contributions to the meta-analysis (e.g. epilepsy, schizophrenia).

We have recently developed a novel heritability estimation method, linkage disequilibrium score regression (LDSC)(24), which allows for rapid estimation of heritability and genetic correlations from summary statistics. For a given trait, the total additive common SNP heritability in a set of GWAS summary statistics ($h^2_g$) is estimated by regressing the association $\chi^2$ statistic of a SNP on the total amount of genetic variation tagged by that SNP (i.e., the sum of $r^2$ between that SNP and the surrounding SNPs, termed the LD Score). We then extend this to estimate the genetic correlation, $r_g$, (i.e., the genome-wide average shared genetic risk) for a pair of phenotypes by regressing the product of Z-score for each phenotype for each
SNP, instead of the $\chi^2$ statistic. The LD Score is estimated from a common reference panel (for this work, the European subset of the 1000 Genomes Project reference) (25). In this framework, including LD in the regression allows us to distinguish and account for LD-independent error sources (such as sample sharing and population stratification) from LD-dependent sources (like polygenic signal)(23). It is essential to use an approach which is not biased by sample overlaps when analyzing summary statistics, given the large amount of control sharing between the GWAS meta-analyses in the study (Fig. S1).

**Heritability analysis**

GWAS summary statistics of the 23 disorders and 15 traits of interest underwent uniform quality control (Methods, Table S1 and S2), and were subsequently used to estimate their liability-scale heritability (Fig. S2A and S2B). Three ischemic stroke subtypes (cardioembolic, large-vessel disease and small-vessel disease) as well as the agreeableness personality measure from NEO Five-Factor inventory(26) had insufficiently powered heritability estimates for robust analysis and were excluded (see Methods). We performed a weighted-least squares regression analysis to evaluate whether differences relating to study makeup (effective sample size [Fig. S2C] or case/control ratio[Fig. S2D]) or disorder-specific measures (disorder prevalence [Fig. S2E] or age of onset [Fig. S2F]) were correlated with the magnitude of the estimates (Table S3). No measure was significantly associated with the liability-scale heritability.

The heritability estimates for the study disorders were generally somewhat lower than previously reported estimates from common variants (Table S4), with a few more pronounced cases, including ADHD, which showed considerably lower heritability in this study compared with the most recently reported estimate (16) (estimated $h^2_g$ of 0.10 [SE 0.01] and 0.28 [SE 0.02], respectively), Parkinson’s disease(27) (estimated $h^2_g$ of 0.11 [SE 0.04] and 0.27 [SE 0.05], respectively) and Alzheimer’s disease(28) (estimated $h^2_g$ of 0.13 [SE 0.01] and 0.24 [SE 0.03], respectively). These differences may reflect methodological variability due to heterogeneity in the case collections across the larger meta-analyses. Other potential causes include the impact of ancestry differences on the estimates, differences in phenotyping stringency (leading to a lower average polygenic load) or a relatively higher impact of rare variants (with a concomitant decrease in the proportion of disease due to common variants). For example, applying our analysis to the summary statistics of the GERAD cohort (3,941 cases and 7,848 controls) from the Alzheimer’s disease meta-analysis, where the previous heritability estimate was calculated, we obtained an estimated $h^2_g$ of 0.25 [SE 0.04], which agrees closely with the published estimate of 0.24 [SE 0.03].

Heritability estimates for psychiatric phenotypes tended to be slightly higher than neurological disorders (with the exception of intracerebral hemorrhage and generalized epilepsy). These heritability estimates should be interpreted somewhat cautiously, as they may
reflect potential biases present in the original case ascertainment, and will tend to be deflated by diagnostic heterogeneity and ascertainment errors or unusual contributions of high-impact rare variants. However, in LDSC the magnitude of the heritability estimate does not bias the estimates of genetic correlation.

We observed a similar range of heritability estimates among the traits of interest as among the disorders (Table S5). Three of the “Big Five” personality measures (agreeableness, neuroticism and extraversion) yielded very low heritability (estimated $h^2_g$ for all < 0.04), while conscientiousness (estimated $h^2_g$ 0.08 [SE 0.03]) and openness to experience (estimated $h^2_g$ 0.12 [SE 0.03]) showed more robust estimates, though similar to the disorder phenotypes, somewhat lower than previously estimated in smaller sample sizes(29). Measures related to cognitive ability, such as childhood cognitive performance (estimated $h^2_g$ 0.19, [SE 0.03]) and college attainment (estimated $h^2_g$ 0.15 [SE 0.01]), yielded estimates that were more consistent with previous estimates of the heritability of intelligence(30, 31), suggesting that the cognitive measures may be less prone to phenotypic measurement error and/or have a higher heritability overall than the personality measures.

We also performed a functional partitioning analysis using stratified LD score regression to examine whether the observed heritability was enriched in any tissue-specific regulatory partitions of the genome, using the ten top-level partitions from Finucane et al(32) (Figure S3). In the functional enrichment analysis, we replicated the previously reported significant central nervous system (CNS) enrichment for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder(32), and demonstrated novel heritability enrichments for generalized epilepsy and major depressive disorder (to CNS) and multiple sclerosis (to immune system cells and tissues). Phenotype-tissue pairs with an FDR-corrected q-value < 0.05 for enrichment are listed in Table S5.

**Correlations among brain disorders**

Several distinct patterns emerged in the shared heritability analysis. In expanding on the number of psychiatric disorders analyzed from previous work(16), we observed broad sharing across psychiatric disorders (Figure 1; average $r_g$=0.21). Notably, schizophrenia showed significant genetic correlation with most of the other studied psychiatric disorders. Schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder and ADHD each showed a high degree of correlation to the others (average $r_g$ = 0.41). Anorexia nervosa, OCD and schizophrenia also demonstrated significant sharing among each other. Tourette Syndrome was only significantly correlated with OCD and migraine and not with any of the other disorders. From this analysis, the common variant genetic architectures of ASD and Tourette Syndrome appear to be somewhat distinct from other psychiatric disorders (with the exception of the OCD-Tourette Syndrome pair) in that they do not show significant correlations with other phenotypes, at least at current sample sizes.
In contrast to psychiatric disorders, the neurological disorders included revealed greater specificity, and the extent of genetic correlation was generally more limited (Figure 2; after excluding subtype-specific analyses, average $r_g = 0.06$). Several disorders — Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, generalized epilepsy and multiple sclerosis — showed little or no overlap with any other brain phenotypes. Focal epilepsy showed the highest degree of genetic correlation among the neurological disorders, but none were significant, possibly reflecting the relatively modest power of the current focal epilepsy meta-analysis. However, the modest heritability and the broad pattern of sharing may be consistent with low levels of heterogeneity and potentially misclassification across a wide range of neurological conditions. Disorder-specific summaries of the results are shown in Figure S4 and Table S6.

**Cross-category analysis and traits of interest**

In the cross-category correlation analysis, the overall pattern is consistent with limited sharing across neurological and psychiatric traits (Figure 3; average $r_g=0.03$). The only significant cross-category correlations were migraine-ADHD, migraine-Tourette Syndrome and migraine-major depressive disorder and these were relatively modest (average $r_g=0.22$). The strongest positive correlations were all within-category (highest was focal epilepsy and intracranial hemorrhage; $r_g = 0.83$, $p=0.03$) while the negative correlations were all across category (lowest was focal epilepsy and OCD; $r_g = -0.42$, $p=0.04$).

We observed a number of significant genetic correlations between the traits of interest and the brain disorders. Among anthropometric traits, BMI was the only trait with significant correlations, with a positive correlation with ADHD and negative correlations with anorexia nervosa (previously reported (23)), OCD and schizophrenia. In contrast, Crohn’s disease was included as a proxy for immunological effects, but no correlations with any of the study phenotypes were observed. However, the phenotype chosen to represent vascular pathophysiology, coronary artery disease, did show significant correlation to stroke-related phenotypes ($r_g = 0.69$, $p=2.47 \times 10^{-6}$ to ischemic stroke and $r_g = 0.86$, $p=2.26 \times 10^{-5}$ for early-onset stroke), suggesting a clear role for shared genetic effects across these phenotypes.

In measures related to cognitive function, three psychiatric phenotypes (anorexia nervosa, ASD and bipolar disorder) showed significant positive correlation to these measures, while in contrast two neurological phenotypes (Alzheimer’s disease and intracerebral hemorrhage) showed a negative correlation. A more detailed comparison of all phenotypes with a correlation Z-score $>3$ in this category are shown in Fig. S6. Among the personality measures, the only significant result was for the major depressive disorder-neuroticism pair, which showed a significantly positive genetic correlation ($r_g = 0.83$, $p= 3.60 \times 10^{-9}$). For smoking-related measures, the only significant genetic correlation was with ADHD-never/ever smoked ($r_g=0.38$, ...
p=3.17 x 10^{-7}), potentially supporting findings from twin studies(33) that suggest impulsivity contributes to smoking initiation.

**Discussion**

By integrating and analyzing the current genome-wide association summary statistic data from consortia of 23 brain disorders, we find that psychiatric disorders broadly share a considerable portion of their common variant genetic risk, especially across schizophrenia, major depressive disorder, bipolar disorder and ADHD, while neurological disorders generally do not. Across categories, psychiatric and neurologic disorders share relatively little of their common genetic risk, suggesting that multiple different and largely independently regulated etiological paths may give rise to similar clinical manifestations (e.g., psychosis, which manifests in both schizophrenia(34) and Alzheimer’s disease(35)). The clinical delineation between neurology and psychiatry is thus recapitulated at the level of common variant risk for the studied disorders.

The high degree of genetic correlation among the psychiatric traits suggests that genetic risk factors for psychiatric disorders do not respect clinical diagnostic boundaries, congruent with the clinical controversies in classification. The broad and continuous nature of psychiatric disorder spectra have been clinically recognized for a long time(36-38), and these results suggest that shared biological mechanisms substantially contribute across psychiatric diagnoses. The observed positive genetic correlations are consistent with a few different scenarios. For example, the observed r_g may reflect the existence of some considerable portion of common genetic risk factors conferring equal risks to multiple disorders and that other additional factors which contribute to the eventual clinical representation are mostly distinct. Alternatively, all common genetic effects could be shared between a pair of traits, but each individual effect may confer different degrees of risk and lead to different aggregate genetic risk profiles. It is likely that the truth lies somewhere in between, and it will become increasingly feasible to evaluate these overlaps at the locus level as more genome-wide significant loci are identified.

The presence of significant genetic correlation may also reflect the phenotypic overlap between any two disorders. For example, the sharing between schizophrenia and ADHD might reflect underlying difficulties in executive functioning, which are well-established in both disorders(39). Similarly, the sharing between anorexia nervosa, OCD and schizophrenia may reflect a shared cognitive effect spectrum from overvalued ideas to psychotic thinking. Another possibility is that a heritable intermediate trait confers risk to both outcomes, thereby giving rise to the genetic correlation, as the genetic influences on this trait will be shared for both outcomes (e.g., obesity as a risk factor for both type 2 diabetes and myocardial infarction). Alternatively, misclassification of cases (or comorbidity) across each of the studies may also introduce genetic correlation, though previous work suggests that even substantial misclassification across
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder is insufficient to explain the observed genetic correlation(40),
though it will likely decrease the power to estimate the extent of genetic overlap.

The low correlations across neurological disorders, suggest that the current classification
reflects specific genetic etiology, although the limited sample size for some of these disorders
and lack of inclusion of disorders conceived as “circuit-based”, such as restless legs syndrome,
sleep disorders and possibly essential tremor, constrains the generalizability of this conclusion.
This recapitulates the current understanding that the disorder etiologies are largely non-
overlapping; degenerative disorders (such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases) would not
be expected a priori to share their polygenic risk profiles with a neuro-immunological disorder
(like multiple sclerosis) or neurovascular disorder (like ischemic stroke). Considering
neurological disorder subtypes, migraine with and without aura (r_g = 0.45, p=3.86 x 10^-5) show
substantial genetic correlation; whereas focal and generalized epilepsy (r_g = 0.15, p=0.407) show
limited genetic correlation.

We did observe a few significant correlations across neurology and psychiatry, namely
between migraine and ADHD, major depressive disorder and Tourette Syndrome, suggesting
modest shared etiological overlap across the neurology/psychiatry distinction. The
epidemiological co-morbidity of migraine with major depressive disorder and ADHD has been
previously reported in epidemiological studies (41-43), while in contrast, the previously reported
epidemiological co-morbidity between migraine and bipolar disorder (44) is not reflected at all in
our estimate of genetic correlation (r_g = -0.02, p= 0.414). Similarly, we see limited evidence for
the epidemiological co-morbidity between migraine with aura and ischemic stroke(45) (r_g = 0.08,
p=0.299); however, the standard errors of this comparison are too high to draw strong
conclusions. Further, as the datasets are cross-sectional instead of prospective, survival effects
may contribute to the differences.

Several phenotypes show only very low-level correlations with any of the other studied
disorders and traits, despite large sample size and high heritability, suggesting their common
variant genetic risk may largely be unique. In particular, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s
disease and multiple sclerosis show extremely limited sharing with the other phenotypes and
with each other. Neuroinflammation has been implicated in the pathophysiology of each of these
conditions(46-48), as it has for migraine(49) and schizophrenia(50), but no considerable shared
heritability was observed with either of them nor with Crohn’s disease, which was included
among the traits of interest due to its inflammatory component. While this observation does not
preclude shared neuroinflammatory mechanisms in these disorders, it does suggest that on a
large scale, common variant genetic influences on these inflammatory mechanisms are not
shared between the disorders, but are instead likely to be disorder-specific. Further, we only
observed enrichment of heritability to immunological cells and tissues in multiple sclerosis,
showing that inflammation-specific regulatory marks in the genome do not show overall
enrichment for common variant risk for Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases (though this does
not preclude the effects of specific, non-polygenic neuroinflammatory mechanisms(51)). Among
psychiatric disorders, ASD and Tourette Syndrome showed a similar absence of correlation with other disorders, although this could reflect small sample sizes.

**Traits of interest**

We observed a number of significant correlations between brain disorders and the traits of interest. First, the observed correlation between ADHD and smoking initiation ($r_g = 0.38$, $p=1.09 \times 10^{-6}$) is consistent with the epidemiological evidence of overlap(52), and with the existing hypothesis that impulsivity inherent in ADHD may drive smoking initiation and potentially dependence.

BMI shows significant positive genetic correlation to ADHD, consistent with a meta-analysis linking ADHD to obesity(53), and negative genetic correlation with anorexia nervosa, OCD and schizophrenia. These results connect well with the evidence for enrichment of BMI heritability in CNS tissues(32) and that many reported signals suggest neuronal involvement(54); this may also provide a partial genetic explanation for lower BMI in anorexia nervosa patients after recovery(55). Given that no strong correlations were observed between BMI and any of the neurological phenotypes, it is possible to hypothesize that at least part of BMI’s brain-specific genetic architecture may be more closely related to behavioral phenotypes. However, ischemic stroke and BMI show surprisingly little genetic correlation in this analysis ($r_g = 0.06$, $p=0.296$), suggesting that although BMI is a strong risk factor for stroke(56), there is limited evidence for shared common genetic effects. These analyses also provide an opportunity to explore whether the genetic influences on the reported reduced rate of cardiovascular disease in individuals with anorexia nervosa are due to BMI-related effects; with the limited evidence of overlap of anorexia nervosa with intracerebral hemorrhage, ischemic stroke, early-onset stroke and myocardial infarction (57, 58), these results suggest that any lower cardiovascular mortality is more likely due to direct BMI-related effects rather than any shared common genetic risk variants.

Analysis of the Big Five personality measures suggests that the current sample sizes for personality data are now starting to be sufficiently large for correlation testing. The significant positive genetic correlation between major depressive disorder and neuroticism ($r_g = 0.83$, $p=3.60 \times 10^{-9}$) provides further evidence for the link between these phenotypes, which has been reported previously with polygenic risk scores(53). Further, there are considerable overlap with several other (primarily psychiatric) disorders; among the positive, ADHD-extraversion ($r_g = 0.34$, $p=0.001$), migraine without aura-neuroticism($r_g = 0.36$, $p=0.003$) and anorexia nervosa-neuroticism ($r_g = 0.40$, $p=0.005$), and among the negative, major depressive disorder-conscientiousness ($r_g = -0.42$, $p=0.02$) and ADHD-conscientiousness ($r_g = -0.47$, $p=0.02$).
The observed pattern of positive genetic correlation to cognitive measures (which are all from early life; the childhood cognitive performance is measured between ages 6-18, which roughly covers the range thought to be contributing to educational attainment as well) in several psychiatric phenotypes concurrent with negative genetic correlation to neurological phenotypes is potentially interesting for follow-up studies (Fig. S6). While ADHD was the only psychiatric trait to show a significant negative correlation to cognitive measures, three (anorexia nervosa, ASD and bipolar disorder) of the eight phenotypes showed significant positive genetic correlation with one or more cognitive measures and a further two (OCD and schizophrenia) show moderate positive genetic correlation (Z-score > 2). For the neurological phenotypes, two (Alzheimer’s disease and intracerebral hemorrhage) showed significant negative genetic correlation to the cognitive measures, while a further four (epilepsy, ischemic stroke, early-onset stroke and migraine) showed moderate negative genetic correlation (Z-score < -2) and one (Parkinson’s disease) moderate positive correlation (Z-score >2). For Alzheimer’s disease, poor cognitive performance in youth has been linked with increased risk for developing the disorder in later life(59), but to our knowledge no such connection has been reported for the other phenotypes. These results suggest the existence of a link between genetic risk for several brain disorders and cognitive performance in early life.

**Heritability methods**

The application of heritability-based methodology promises to be a good alternative approach for estimating shared genetic correlation between phenotypes with differing prevalence, age of onset and diagnostic challenges. Being able to estimate the genetic correlational structure directly from the summary statistics of an entire meta-analysis for a condition, as opposed to a subset of study participants who have been measured for multiple phenotypes, is a major benefit for using LD score. Accordingly, sample collection and phenotyping of each disorder can occur independently and following to the appropriate disorder-specific gold standard, rather than needing to capture each phenotype (potentially less comprehensively) in every cohort. Heritability-based methods, such as the one used here, may further be a useful tool in the future for evaluating the validity of those diagnostic standards in capturing maximally informative patient samples for genetic studies, both for the formal diagnosis itself and in relation to their overlap with secondary and tertiary phenotypes.

Although fairly large sample sizes are required for obtaining robust heritability estimates, we did not observe systematic biases resulting from different case/control ratios, disorder prevalence or sample size. Selection and survival biases in the underlying data, though reflecting the best efforts of the GWAS community and participating consortia, may attenuate the heritability estimates and correlations, as may within-disorder heterogeneity in the larger meta-analyses. Even given the advantages of our approach, some of the individual studies are still modestly powered for robust estimation of genetic correlations. Moreover, our analyses only
examine the properties of common variant contributions, and extending these analyses to rare variants may better inform the extent of the overlaps. The restriction to common variants could explain the limited overlap observed in this study between schizophrenia and ASD, which has been previously reported to be present for rare, novel loss-of-function variants (60). This may suggest that the rare and common variant contributions to genetic correlation may behave differently, and incorporating the two variant classes into a single analysis remains a challenge. In particular, more targeted studies are required to ascertain the pathway- and other biological implications of the results.

The broader implication of our findings is that the current clinical boundaries for the studied psychiatric phenotypes do not reflect distinct underlying pathogenic processes based on the genetic evidence. In contrast, the included neurological disorders show considerably greater genetic specificity. Although it is important to emphasize that while some disorders are under-presented here (e.g. anxiety and personality disorders in psychiatry and circuit-based disorders such as restless leg syndrome in neurology), these results clearly demonstrate limited evidence for widespread common genetic risk sharing between psychiatry and neurology. Genetically informed analyses may provide the basis for some degree of restructuring of psychiatric nosology (consistent with the historical impact of twin- and family-based results). Further elucidation of the genetic overlap, especially as distinct loci map onto a subset of disorders, may form the basis for either defining new clinical phenotypes or support a move to a more continuous view of psychiatric phenotypes. Ultimately, such developments give hope for reducing diagnostic heterogeneity and eventually improving the diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric disorders.
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Data sources
Disorder or trait – Consortium or dataset identifier – web address:

*Psychiatric disorders*
- ADHD – PGC-ADD2 - www.med.unc.edu/pgc
- Anorexia nervosa – PGC-AN - www.med.unc.edu/pgc
- Bipolar disorder – PGC-BIP2 - www.med.unc.edu/pgc
- Major depressive disorder – PGC-MDD2 - www.med.unc.edu/pgc
- OCD – IOCDFGC - https://iocdf.org/
- Schizophrenia(18) – PGC-SCZ2 - www.med.unc.edu/pgc
- Tourette Syndrome – TSAIGC – N/A

*Neurological disorders*
- Epilepsy and subtypes, focal and generalized(61) – ILAE – http://www.epigad.org/page/show/gwas_index
- Ischemic stroke and subtypes (cardioembolic, early-onset, small-vessel and large-vessel)(63) – METASTROKE dataset of the ISGC – http://www.strokegenetics.com/
- Migraine and subtypes, migraine with and without aura – IHGC – www.headachegegenetics.org
- Multiple sclerosis(64) – IMSGC - http://eaglep.case.edu/imsgc_web
- Parkinson's disease(20) – IPDGC – www.pdgene.org

*Traits of interest*
- BMI(54) – GIANT – https://www.broadinstitute.org/collaboration/giant
- Height(65) – GIANT – https://www.broadinstitute.org/collaboration/giant
- Infant head circumference at birth(66) – EGG – http://egg-consortium.org/
- Neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness (26) – GPC – http://www.tweelingenregister.org/GPC/
- Coronary artery disease(70) – Cardiogram – http://www.cardiogramplusc4d.org/downloads/
- Never/ever smoked, cigarettes per day(71) - TAG - https://www.med.unc.edu/pgc/downloads

*Other*
- matSpD - neurogenetics.qimrberghofer.edu.au/matSpD/
- Circos – circos.ca
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Figure 1. Genetic correlation matrix across psychiatric phenotypes, after hierarchical clustering.

Color of each box indicates the magnitude of the correlation, while size of the boxes indicates its significance, with significant correlations filling each box completely. Asterisks indicate genetic correlations which are significant after Bonferroni correction. ADHD – attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASD – autism spectrum disorder; MDD – major depressive disorder; OCD – obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Figure 2. Genetic correlation matrix across neurological phenotypes, after hierarchical clustering.

Color of each box indicates the magnitude of the correlation, while size of the boxes indicates its significance, with significant correlations filling each box completely. Asterisks indicate genetic correlations which are significant after Bonferroni correction. Small black boxes indicate tests where studies have complete overlap, e.g. all cases of generalized epilepsy are also cases of epilepsy. Asterisks indicate significant genetic correlation after multiple testing correction. ICH – intracerebral hemorrhage.
**Figure 3. Genetic correlation matrix across neurological and psychiatric phenotypes.**

Color of each box indicates the magnitude of the correlation, while size of the boxes indicates its significance, with significant correlations filling each box completely. Asterisks indicate genetic correlations which are significant after Bonferroni correction. ADHD – attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASD – autism spectrum disorder; ICH – intracerebral hemorrhage; MDD – major depressive disorder; OCD – obsessive-compulsive disorder.
Figure 4. Genetic correlations across brain disorders and traits of interest.

Color of each box indicates the magnitude of the correlation, while size of the boxes indicates its significance, with significant correlations filling each box completely. Asterisks indicate genetic correlations which are significant after Bonferroni correction. ADHD – attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; ASD – autism spectrum disorder; ICH – intracerebral hemorrhage; MDD – major depressive disorder; OCD – obsessive-compulsive disorder; BMI – body-mass index.
Table 1. Brain disorder phenotypes in the Brainstorm project. Indented phenotypes are part of a larger whole, e.g. the epilepsy study consists of the joint analysis of focal epilepsy and generalized epilepsy. Numbers in gray denote a control set which is non-unique, e.g. all cardioembolic stroke controls are a subset of ischemic stroke controls. ADHD – attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; OCD – obsessive-compulsive disorder. Source details are listed under Notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychiatric phenotypes</th>
<th>Neurologic phenotypes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Phenotype</strong></td>
<td><strong>Source</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>PGC-ADD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anorexia nervosa</td>
<td>PGC-AN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autism spectrum disorder</td>
<td>PGC-AUT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bipolar disorder</td>
<td>PGC-BIP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
<td>PGC-MDD2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD</td>
<td>PGC-OCDTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>PGC-SCZ2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourette Syndrome</td>
<td>PGC-OCDTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraine</td>
<td>IHGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraine with aura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Migraine without aura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple sclerosis</td>
<td>IMSGC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkinson’s disease</td>
<td>IPDGC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total psychiatric: 99,416 | 217,564 | Total neurologic: 107,190 | 418,650
Table 2. Traits of interest in the study. Numbers in gray denote overlapping study sets, e.g. samples in the college attainment analysis are a subset of those in the analysis for years of education. (d) – dichotomous trait, (q) – quantitative trait. BMI – body-mass index. Source details are listed under Notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phenotype</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anthropometric</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (q)</td>
<td>GIANT</td>
<td>339,224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>253,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head circumference (q)</td>
<td>EGG</td>
<td>10,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cognitive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of education (q)</td>
<td>SSGAC</td>
<td>126,559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College attainment (d)</td>
<td></td>
<td>120,917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive performance (q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personality measures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroticism (q)</td>
<td>GPC</td>
<td>63,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion (q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>63,030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness (q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness (q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness (q)</td>
<td></td>
<td>17,375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disease phenotypes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crohn’s disease (d)</td>
<td>IBBDGC</td>
<td>20,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction (d)</td>
<td>Cardiogram</td>
<td>86,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking-related</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never/ever smoked (d)</td>
<td>TAG</td>
<td>74,035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day (q)</td>
<td>TAG</td>
<td>38,617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>722,125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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